
Work with a team of up to 4 people in total to fill the role of A/V
Team. The A/V Team is part of the Logistics Team who serve behind
the scenes in the areas of liturgy, main hall and general activities - to
help ensure the camp flows smoothly throughout the week.

  

As a part of the Logistics Team, the A/V Team will attend all possible
formation sessions and will report to the Logistics → Main Hall
Coordinator for tasks and responsibilities. The A/V Team will also be
housed with other Logistics Team members of the same gender.

  

Audio / Visual Team



Preparing for camp by making sure that the meeting space is
reset and ready, including checking speaker levels, adjusting
spotlights, and cleaning, moving, or organizing equipment as
needed;
Maintaining proper level and visuals of the lights, sound, and
video for all sessions and Masses throughout the camp week;
Meeting with the host, musician, and priest prior to the first
session and first Mass each week to see if there are any specific
A/V needs:
Ensuring that the priest, host, and musician understand how to
use the equipment and providing any extra equipment they
may need;
Working with the musician to confirm lyrics on
EasyWorship/PowerPoint for all songs utilized throughout each
camp week;
Setting up and breaking down any A/V equipment as needed for
outdoor Mass or activities;
Being present at every session and providing additional
assistance for the Logistics Team as needed.

The primary role of the A/V Team is to facilitate the various aspects
of lighting, sound, and video throughout camp as well as to assist in
facilitating the camp experience as part of the Logistics Team. This
team coordinates with the priests, hosts, and musicians every week
for any specific A/V needs for the various sessions, Masses and more.
The team running A/V sets the tone, mood, and pace of summer
camp by controlling the lights and sound and also assists in setting
up and breaking down any equipment needed to provide sound or
lighting away from the main meeting areas. 
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Serving as a part of the Facilities Team requires a servant’s heart
with an ability to receive and implement training for use of
equipment needed to complete maintenance and repair tasks. This
role requires the ability to take initiative, to listen and follow
directions, and to be dedicated to work until the job is
accomplished. A successful Facilities Team member will be able to
work collaboratively with a team and also independently as needed
and especially during the assigned “on night”. This prayerful,
mission-minded, and obedient team member will be motivated to
serve humbly however needed and will serve with joy while working
long hours throughout camp property.
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